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'- The longest-running showcase of independent, experimental, 
and artistically-inspired films in North America 

• 



CCS is a recognized leader 

in art + design education that 

prepares students to enter the 

new, global economy where 

creativity shapes better 

communities and societies. 

COLLEGE for Creative STUDIES 

Office of Admissions 
201 E. Kirby 
Detroit, MI 48202 
Tele: 313.664.7425 / 800.952.ARTS 
Email: admissions@collegeforcreativestudies.edu 
Web: www.collegeforcreativestudies.edu 

THE COLLEGE FOR CREATIVE STUDIES ADMITS STUDENTS OF ANY RACE, COLOR, AND NATIONAL OR ETHNIC ORIGIN. 
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TEk FROM THE GOVERNOR 
my privilege to welcome you to the 46th Ann Arbor Film Festival. As one of the longest

running showcases in the world, this Festival highlights the most independent, avant-garde, 
and artistically-inspired films. 

By bringing these quality films to Ann Arbor, the Festival helps us enrich our lives by sharing 
new ideas and highlighting the diversity of cultures through the art of storytelling. Whether 
you laugh, or cry, or return home pondering the meaning of the powerful images you just 
saw, I am confident you will leave a richer and more enlightened person because of it. 

I w!nt to thank the dozens of sponsors who support this wonderful event. It is because of 
your generosity that these talented filmmakers can continue to make their brilliant films. 

'·~.",Cl'U, welcome, and please accept my very best wishes for an enjoyable festival. I encourage 
all to sit back, relax, and enjoy the show. 

~dEmrllI€!r M. Granholm 

LETTER FROM THE MAYOR 
Welcome to the 46th edition of the Ann Arbor Film Festival, an international forum for 
some of the most thought-provoking, creative, and memorable cinema anywhere in the 
world. The City of Ann Arbor is renowned for its vibrant culture of innovation, hospitality, 
and colorful arts. The Festival is certainly an important reason for this reputation. 

As the longest running film festival of its kind in North America, the Festival has long 
been a rich part of the fabric of Ann Arbor's community. Participation occurs year-round 
through hundreds of volunteers, student interns, local businesses, community leaders, 
supporters, and thousands of you who come out to create an incredible audience. Seeing a 
packed show of the Ann Arbor Film Festival at the majestic Michigan Theater is truly an 
unforgettable experience. 

We are especially proud of the Festival this year for its local and national achievements: 
successfully challenging unconstitutional state arts funding restrictions, raising $75,000 
to recover financially with a creative and community-driven fundraising campaign, and 
getting named by Variety magazine as one of their top ten favorite festivals in the world. 

Thank you for being part of this one-of-a-kind event, the 46th Ann Arbor Film Festival. 

Now it's time to watch and enjoy the show! 

Sincerely, 

John Hieftje 
Mayor of the City of Ann Arbor 



ORDS FROM THE DIRECTOR 
People sometimes forget what it means to experiment: testing theories, making discover
ies, learning from mistakes, venturing into the unknown. These words might be over
used, but their value cannot be overstated. Our progression as Homo sapiens depends on 
our abilities to experiment skillfully. 

I believe that the mission of the Ann Arbor Film Festival is fundamental to the progres
sion of arts and cinema in our culture. We seek out filmmakers who are on the edges, not 
recklessly, but with purpose and vision. This festival stands up for their rights as artists 
to explore these limits, take risks and make new discoveries . Imagine our world if scien
tists did not experiment. Now imagine many of your favorite films or works of art, and 
consider the ways in which they stepped beyond conventions whether in technique, style, 
storytelling or special effects. 

This film festival is a grand experiment. Entering our 46th year we are well aware of 
our rich legacy and traditions, yet with an eye to the future we push ahead with our own 
progression of ideas, theories and creative risks. We invite you to watch this year in the 
hopes that you will find inspiration to explore, make discoveries and celebrate cinema as 
an art form with limitless possibilities. 

Enjoy the festival, 

~ 
Christen McArdle 

Executive Director of the Ann Arbor Film Festival 



The Ann Arbor Film Festival is committed to providing direct support to filmmakers. Our awards program 
presents more than $18,000 to filmmakers. Winning an award at the AAFF means not only prestige and 
financial support, but can also qualify fil~makers for Oscar®-nomination by the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences. 

. Ken Burns Award for Best of the 
Festival-$3,OOO 
Presented to the film of any genre or 
length that best represents the artistic 
standards of excellence for the festival. 
This award is generously provided by 
influential documentary filmmaker 
Ken Burns, a graduate of Ann Arbor's 
Pioneer High School. 

Gus Van Sant Award for Best 
Experimental Film -$1 ,000 
Honoring the film that most success
fully showcases the use of experimental 

.'~'Pl'OCI~sses, forms, and topics. Acclaimed 
director Gus Van Sant supports this 
award, as his early short experimen
tal films won awards at the Ann Arbor 
Film Festival in the 1980s. 

Lawrence Kasdan Award for 
Best Narrative Film-$1,000 
The narrative film that best makes use 
of film's unique ability to convey strik
ing and original stories will receive this 
award distinction. A notable Hollywood 
filmmaker, Lawrence Kasdan got his 
start in Ann Arbor frt the University of 
Michigan and continues his connection 
ilhrough support of this festival award. . 

Michael Moore Award for Best 
Documentary Film-$1,000 
The best non-fiction film of the festival 
will receive this award from documen
tary filmmaker Michael Moore, who 
received inspiration from hundreds of 
films he viewed over the years at the 
Ann Arbor Film Festival. Proceeds 
from his film, Roger and Me, fund this 
annual award. 

Chris Frayne Award for Best 
Animated Film-$1,000 
Recognizing the animated film that 
delivers the best style, creativity, and 
content. This award is given in honor of 
the spirit of Chris Frayne, a key partici
pant in the festival's early years, whose 
approach to life was reminiscent of his 
colorful cartoon characters. 

Tom Berman Award for Most 
Promising Filmmaker-$1,000 
This award is intended to support an 
emerging filmmaker that the Award 
Jury expects will make a significant 
contribution to the art of film in the 
c,ourse of his/her filmmaking career. 
This award is endowed by the Berman 
family in honor of the memory of Tom 
Berman, who was a University of Mich
igan film student, an early festival sup
porter and close friend to many within 
the festival community. 

The Barbara Aronofsky 
Latham Award for 
Emerging Experimental 
Video Artist-$1 ,000 
A new addition to the Ann Arbor Film 
Festival in 2008, this award provides 
support to the most promising video 
artist at the inception of herlhis career. 
Distributed by the Video Data Bank, 
the award was conceived by the Aronof
sky family to honor the late Barbara 
Aronofsky Latham, a Chicago-based 
experimental video artist who passed 
away in 1984. 

Sharon Aronofsky (Barbara's sister) • 
shared her thoughts, "Barbara would 
surely have approved of offering the 
prize (at the Ann Arbor Film Festival) 
in her memory partially as a symbolic 
gesture against art censorship; nothing 
would be more appropriate than boost
ing support for emerging video artists 
in this way." 



The EMPA Work Life 
Award-$1,300 
Granted to a film of any length or genre 
with excellent production values that 
best provides a witty and insightful look 
at issues pertaining to any of the follow
ing: careers, employment, coworkers, 
the workplace, job hunting, job responsi
bilities, or the impact of employment on 
the individual's personal life. Employee 
Motivation & Performance Assessment 
(SurveysforBusiness.com) sponsors this 
award as part of its ongoing commit
ment to the simultaneous improvement 
of working conditions and profitability. 

Prix DeVarti for 
Funniest Film-$1 ,000 
Awarded to the film likely to create the 
most laughs in the festival. This prize 
honors the 40-year friendship between 
Dominick's pub and the Ann Arbor Film 
Festival, and honors the memory of 
Dominick and Alice De V arti. 

Kodak/Filmcraft Imaging Award 
for Best Cinematography of film 
plus processing -$1 ,500 
For the film that demonstrates the high
est excellence and creativity in cinema
tography. The recipient of this award 
will receive $1,500 worth of 16mm or 
35mm film stock from Kodak and film 
processing from Filmcraft Imaging, the 
lab division of Grace & Wild of Farming
ton, MI. 

Griot Editorial Award for 
Best Editing-$500 
Presented to the film that demonstrates 
excellence in the art and craft of editing. 
This award is provided by Griot Edito
rial, the creative editorial boutique of 
Grace & Wild. 

Ghostly Award for Best 
Sound Design-$500 
Given for excellence and originality in 
sound design, this award is provided by 
Ghostly International, an Ann Arbor
based independent record label focusing 
on innovative electronic music. Founded 
by University of Michigan alumni, Sam 
Valenti IV, Ghostly is home to Matthew 
Dear and Dabrye among others. 

Peter Wilde Award for 
Most Technically Innovative 
Film-$500 
The film which showcases the most 
pioneering, cutting-edge technical in
novations will receive this award. Peter 
Wilde was a long-time projectionist for 
the festival and master of special effects. 
This award honors his creativity and 
pursuit of new techniques. 

The VUE/DFC Award for Best 
Michigan Filmmaker-$750 
This award recognizes excellence in 
a Michigan-produced film within any 
genre. Co-sponsored by Michigan VUE, 
a magazine dedicated to promoting 
Michigan's film, video, and multi-me
dia production industry and the Detroit 
Film Center, a non-profit resource and 
community center in downtown Detroit 
supporting independent filmmakers. 

\aQt\FILM Award for Best 
LGBT Film-$500 
This award honors the film that best ad
dresses and gives voice to Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual or Transgender (LGBT) issues. 
The \aut\BAR of Ann Arbor contrib
utes this award to promote a diversity 
of voices that achieve excellence in film 
making. 

The Eileen Maitland 
Award-$500 
This award is to be given to the film 
best addresses women's issues and gives 
voice to female voices. It was created to 
honor of the spirit and memory of Eileen 
Maitland who was a dear friend and 
long-time supporter of the festival, as 
well as a patron and practitioner of the 
arts. 

Award for Best International 
Film-$500 
Granted to the film produced beyond the 
United States which most strongly wins 
over our Award Jury, this award is co
supported by Ann Arbor's Tios Mexican 
restaurant along with Ann- Arbor-based 
French tour guide and artist Sandy 
Schopbach. 

Honorable Mentions-$1 ,050 
Remaining prize monies are distributed 
at the jurors' discretion as honorable 
mentions to films of distinction and ar
tistic accomplishment. 



Palmer Morrel-Samuels 
Ju~Kazis 
Gus Van Sant 
lawrence & Meg Kasdan 
Michael Moore 
Video Data Bank & . 

the Aronofsky family 

$500-$999 
Susan Warner 
Grace & Wild Studios 
Michigan VUE Magazine 
\aOt\Bar 

$250-$499 
Walter Spiller 
Tios Restaurant 
George Fisher & Kari Magill 
Lars Bjorn & Susan Wineberg 
Detroit Film Center 
The LaBour Foundation for 

Non-Institutional Living 

$100-$249 
Dan Gunning & Vicki Engel 
Bill Kirchen 
Denny Hayes 
Sandy Schopbach 
Pitor Michalowski & Deanna Relyea 
John Caldwell & Susan Kalinowski 
George Frayne & Sue Casanova 



Bill Plympton 
One of the top independent animators in the world, 
Plympton has won international festival awards and 

multiple Oscar® nominations for his work. His self-
financed and personally hand-drawn feature . ani
mation The Tune (featuring over 30,000 individual 
eels), won the 1991 Prix du Jury at the Cannes 
Film Festival. Plympton has also produced anima
tion for MTV, Kanye West, "Weird Al" Yankovic, 
and the Trivial Pursuit board game. His cartoons 
have graced the pages of the NY Times, Vanity Fair, 
Vogue, & Rolling Stone magazine. 
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Her work ranges from lurid short narratives to hypnotic abstractions of 
light, rhythm, and sound. Silva has been cinematographer, editor and col
laborator on numerous film projects and digital restorations with world
renowned artists such as Bruce Conner, sound artist Otomo Yoshihide, 
and Bruce Baillie. Silva is currently serving her second term on the Board 
of Directors for avant-garde film distributor, Canyon Cinema, and work

Bill Brown 

ing on her miniature scale clashing of the Aztecs and Spaniards, a film 
dedicated to the Kuchar brothers. 

A filmmaker from the "Paris of the Plains," Lubbock, Texas, 
Brown has made several short experimental documentaries 
about the dusty corners of the North American landscape. 
Along with filmmaker Tom Comerford, Brown created the Lo 
Fi Landscapes tour, traveling across country in 2002 and 2005 
with a program of short films concerned with history and place. 
The Museum of Modern Art hosted a retrospective of Brown's 
work in 2003 as part of its MediaScope series. 
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$500-$999 
Bruce Curtis & Sara Tucker 
Constance Crump & Jay Simrod 
Ruth Bardenstein & Jim Roll 
Tamara Real 
Anne Simonsen 
Danny Drysdale 
Diana Raimi & John Dryden 
Grady & Amy Burnett 
Lisa Granger 
Mary Cronin & John Johnson 
Matt Turner 
Matthew Krichbaum 
Peter Rosewig, Jr. 
Tom Bray 
Zingerman's Mail Order 

$250-$499 
Peter & Micki Drescher 
Nancy LaTendresse 
Dr. John W. Farah 
Gus Van Sant, Sr. 
Leighton Pierce 
Albert Fifield 

Barbara Brown 
Barry Miller & Enid Wasserman 
Dan Gunning & Vicki Engel 
Frank & Gail Beaver 
George Fisher & Kari Magill 
Hubert I. Cohen 
James A. Fajen & Tania G. Evans 
Jeff Hauptman 
Joan Brooker-Marks 
Joan Lowenstein 
John Baird 
Joseph C. Tiboni 
LeAnn & Joe Auer 
Linda Dintenfass 
Lindsay McCarthy 
Marcy Garriott 
N. Kathleen Kosobud 
Peter A. Davis 
Peter Howell 
Roland Neynaber 
Royal and Elizabeth Caswell, III 
Russ Collins & Deb Polich 
Susan Dise 
Steven Wild 

brought to you exclusively by 

I N DIE P I X® 
proud sponsors of the Ann Arbor Film Festival 
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& Development 
Donald Harrison 
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Graphic Assistants 
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Festival Photographers 
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Print Traffic Coordinator 
Maria Feldman 
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Katie McMahan 
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Myrna Jean Rugg 

Transportation Coordinator 
Rick Cronn 
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Kari Magill 
Constance Crump 

Film Jam Host 
Donald Harrison 
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Bill Spencer 

AAFF Sponsor Trailers 
Miho Iwata 
Emily Skaer 
Caitlin Dronen 
Peter Traylor 

AAFF Commercial Animation 
Martin Thoburn 

AAFF Commerical Music 
Steve Dannemiller 

Main Lobby Installations 
Esther Kirshenbaum 
Denise Heberle 

Additional Installations 
Dolores Wilbur 
Frank Pahl 
Rich Pell 

Installation Coordinator 
for "Body of Evidence" 
Cory Snavely 

Screening Committee 
Angel Vasquez 
Becca Keating 
Brooke Dagnan 
Brooke Keesling 
David Hashim 
David Osit 
Gary Schwartz 
Mandira Banerjee 
Matt Kelson 
Sandy Schopbach 
Scott Northrup 

Internship Advisor 
U of M Film Screen 
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Terri Sarris 

Student Interns 
Katie McMahan 
Micah Vanderhoof 
Sean Dwyer 
Bill Spencer 
Emma Chan 
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Noah Stahl 
Anamita Gall 
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Jordan Weinberg 



Pre-Screeners 
Ann Damon 
Beea Fried 
Secca Keating 
6'ropke Dagnan 
Christine Driscoll 
Dan Marano 
pavid Hashim 
David Osit 
Denise Heberle 
Devon Akmon 
Donald Harrison 
Ed Gardiner 

LeAnn Auer 
Lindsay McCarthy 
Mandira Banerjee 
Markus Nornes 
Matt Kelson 
Maureen Petrucci 
Maz Moshgbar 
Phill Hallman 
Ron Hartikka 
Sandy Schopbach 

. Stashu Kybartas 
TerrI' Sarris 

Willis 

Granting Agencies 
& Organizations 
National Endowment 

for the Arts 
State Street Area Association 

Afterparty Venues 
\aQt\Bar 
Arbor Brewing Company 
Babs' Underground Lounge 
Melange 
Vinology 

Afterparty Entertainment 
Charles & Alex of Station 

Opening Night Catering 
Sava's Cafe 
U.S. Wine Imports 
Schakolad 
Arbor Brewing Company 
Absolut 
Maker's Mark 

Opening Night Music 
Los Gatos 

Judges' Meals 
Angelo's 
Cafe Habana 
Cafe Zola 
Seva 
Zanzibar 

Midnight Movie 35mm Prints 
MGM 
Robert O'Connor 
Tamara Reid 
Randolph Loganbill 
Finnish Film Foundation 
Aki Kaurismaki • 
Jenni Siitonen 
The Match Factory 
Brigitte Suarez 
Michael Weber 
Philipp Hoffman 

Thank You For Your 
Support, Encouragement, 
and Inspiration 
ACLU Michigan 
AJ Steinberg 
Bivouac 
Bob Andersen 
Bob Bolak 

Brooks Thomas 
Bruce Baker 
Bryan Rogers 
Bside Entertainment 
Cheryl Elliot 
Chris Gore 
Chrisstina Hamilton 
Constance Crump 
Dan Marano 
Debra Miller 
Doug Nicholas 
Esther Kirshenbaum 
Genia Service & 

Tom McMurtrie 
Geoff George 
George Manupelli 
Jay Nelson 
John Hieftje 
John Sayles 
Josh Pokempner 
Ken Burns 
Lawrence Kasdan 
Lou Glorie 
Lynn Yates 
Marcy Garriott 
Mark Waters 
Martha Darling 
Michael Saltzman 
Palmer Morrel-Samuels 
Peter and Rita Heydon 
Ron Reed 
Sam Raimi 
Tamara Real 

Panda Hugs to 
Alison LaTendresse 
Amanda Strong 
Brooke Keesling 
Charlie Burney 
Courtney Mandryk 
Danny Drysdale 
Das Interns 
David Dinnell 
David Hashim 
David Meiklejohn 
David Osit 
Esther Kirshenbaum 
Forest Juziuk 
FVSA 
Gary Schwartz 
Joe Ferdon 
John Roos 
Jon Sajetowski 
Katherine Weider 
Ken Bawcom 

Kim Demick 
Marti Gukeisen 
Michael Cox 
Mom and Dad 
Myrna Jean Rugg 
Nicole MacDonald 
Paul and Lori Saginaw 
Raul Pen a 
Russ Collins 
Ruth Bardenstein 
Sava Lelcaj 
Steve Warrington 
Suzanne Gromofsky 
Vicki Honeyman 
Vincent Price 



Through membership in the Ann Arbor Film Festival, you join an international community that strongly 
supports alternative, experimental, 'and artistically-inspired cinema. In addition to providing vital 

support to the Ann Arbor Film Festival, you also receive tangible benefits for joining as a member: 

FILM STAR-$50 
• 2 tickets to the Opening 

Night Gala and Screening 

• Festival t-shirt 

• Discounted ticket price to all AAFF 
screenings throughout the year 

FILM CONNOISSEUR-$125 
• All the benefits of Film Star, plus: 

• 1 festival pass for access 
to all screenings and panels 
during the festival 

• A limited-edition DVD collection 
of short films from the 46th Ann 
Arbor Film Festival 

FILM INOENUE-$250 
($125 is tax deductible) 

• All the benefits of Film 
Connoisseur, plus: 

• 2nd festival pass for access 
to all screenings and panels 
during the festival 

• Name printed in festival program, 
listed on festival website, and 
on signage during festival in 
Michigan Theater lobby 

FILM MOOUL-$500 
($300 is tax deductible) 

• All benefits of Film Ingenue, plus: 

• Invitation for you and a guest 
to the pre-Festival VIP Dinner 
(Filmmaker Party) 

• 3rd festival pass for access 
to all screenings and panels 
during the festival 

FILM LEOEND-$l,OOO 
($650 is tax deductible) 

• All benefits of Film Mogul, plus: 

• Invitation for you and a guest 
to attend a Judges' Dinner 
during the festival 

• Invitation for you and a guest 
to all AAFF special events 
throughout the year 

FILM LUMINARY-$5,OOO 
($4,500 is tax deductible) 

• All benefits of Film Legend, plus: 

• VIP access to the filmmakers' 
Green Room with introductions to 
attending filmmakers 

• 4th festival pass for access 
to all screenings and panels 
during the festival 

To join, please complete the following with credit card information or mail with a check to: 
Ann Arbor Film Festival, 308 Y2 S. State St., Suite 31, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Name: ______________________ Email: __________________ _ 

Address: _-'-_____________ City: ___________ State: ___ _ Zip: _____ _ 

Amount: _______ Credit Card #: ________ -'--____ _ Exp Date: ____ Security Code: __ 

Thanks for being a part of the AAFF community! , 
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Our Mission 
The Ann Arbor Film Festival is committed to supporting vi
sionary filmmakers, promoting the art of film, and providing 
communities with remarkable cinematic experiences. 

The Traveling Tour 
Each year the Ann Arbor Film Festival visits more than 
15 cities across the U.S. (and sometimes beyond) with a 
"best of' program of short films from that year's festival. 
Tour screenings range from 2 - 4 hours and take place 
in museums, cinematheques, multi-plex theaters, and 
universities. All filmmakers participating on the tour 
receive payment for each screening of their work. To 
learn more about the AAFF traveling tour, please visit: 
www.aafilmfest.org/tour 

46th AAFF DVD-Coming Summer '08 
After 46 years of waiting, it's finally arriving-your 
very own take-home edition of the festival! This sum
mer we'll be offering a limited-edition DVD containing 
some of the best short films from the 46th. Stayed tuned 
to our monthly eNewsletter Projections for forthcom
ing details . You can sign-up for our eNewsletter here: 
www.aafilmfest.org/projections 

Festival Projectionists 
The Ann Arbor Film Festival utilizes the skilled union 
projectionists of our local IATSE chapter. They take great 
care in delivering the best possible audience experience, so 
please let them know if you like what you see! 

VENUES OF THE FESTIVAL 

A. Michigan Theater (603 E. Liberty St.) 

B. State Theater (233 S. State St.) 

C. WORK Gallery (306 S. State St.) 

D. Neutral Zone (310 E. Washington St.) 

E. Babs' Underground Lounge (213 S. Ashley St.) 

F. Arbor Brewing Company (114 E. Washington St.) 

G. \aut\Bar (315 Braun Ct.) 

H. Melange Bistro Wine Bar (314 S. Main St.) 

I. Vinology (110 S. Main St.) 



6:00pm I Grand Foyer -------~~ 

OPENING NIGHT GALA RECEPTION 
This year's celebration kicks off with an electric atmosphere in the Grand Foyer 
of the Michigan Theater. The reception includes fine catering by local favorite 
Sava's State Street Cafe, a selection of high-quality wines from Italy, Spain, and 

Uruguay by U.S. Wine Imports of Ann Arbor, microbrews from Arbor Brewing 

Company, Absolut vodka, Maker's Mark bourbon and chocolates by Schakolad. Live 
music performed by salsa-infused Los Gatos. 

rc~--~----.---- 8:00pm I Main Theater 
.I ~_-

~~) Opening Night Program 
-./ FILMS IN COMPETITION 

Providence, RI 2007 
7 min I 35mm I Animation 

An experimental comedy about tennis, 
dancing cars, and God. 

My Olympic Summer 
DANIEL ROBIN 
San Francisco, CA 2007 
13 min I Digital Video I Documentary 
A~ainst the backdrop of his own 
failed marriage, the director 
re-examines old 8mm films 
of his parents as seemingly 
blissful newlyweds, while 
revisiting the international 

of the 1972 Olym-

Yours Truly 
OSBERT PARKER 
London, United Kingdom 2007 
7 min I 35mm I Animation 
Film icons burst through yes
terday's emulsion in this mix of 
animation and footage gathered 
from live action films. Parker 
resurrects the spirits of classic 
film noir to tell a story of love, 
greed, and betrayal. 

Phantom 
LUKE SIECZEK 
Seattle, WA 2007 
6 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
Rearticulating scenes from 
Jacques Tourneur's Cat Peo
ple, actress Simone Simon's 
face is a luminous surface in 
a permanent state of unrest. 



GEORG KOSZULINSKI 
Gainesville, FL 2007 
7 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
Various non-conventional film developing 
and light exposure methods were used to cre-

ate the strange and frenetic visual effects of 
America in Pictures. The result is an abstract . 

representation of the filmmaker's American travels 
from 2001 to 2007. 

Frog Jesus 
BEN PETERS 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 2007 
2 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
He thought he could make a 
frog Jesus. 

Safari 
CATHERINE CHALMERS 
New York, NY 2007 
8 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
A startlingly intimate adventure through 
one of earth's "smaller" ecosystems. This 
is an evolutionary melodrama that trav
els deep into the world of insects, pests 
and other crawling creatures that we 
would otherwise swat away. 

Portrait #2: Trojan 
VANESSA RENWICK 
Portland, OR I 2006 
5 min I Digital Video I Experimental 

The Portrait Series is part of an ongoing series 
of filmed places, stories and histories of 

Cascadia with scores by musicians liv
ing in the Pacific Northwest. Portrait 

#2: Trojan is an arresting examina
tion of the dynamics between indus
trialization and nature. 

MAY LIN AU YONG 
Stanford, CA 2006 
6 min I B&W I Digital Video I Documentary 
Welcome to Richmond California, 
where children neither walk to school, 
nor go to the park-not if they want 
to live past the age of 18-years-old. 
Stark and beautiful images are con
trasted by the voices of a family living 
in a 'Tent City' to protest the violence 
in their neighborhood. 

I Met the Walrus 
JOSH RASKIN 
Toronto, ON, Canada 2007 
5 min I 35mm I Animation 
In 1969, fourteen-year-old 
Levitan snuck into John Lennon's 
hotel room with his tape record
er and persuaded him to do an 
interview. What emerges is an 
indelibly animated tour through 
a visionary's mind. Nominated for 
a 2008 Academy Award®. 

Smells Like Teen Spirit 
JEM COHEN 
New York, NY 2007 
7.5 min I B&W I 35mm 
Experimental 

A captivating portrait 
legendary singer Patti Smith 
and her son, Jackson. Shot in 
Super 8, this visually poetic 
short film invokes the core 
elements of Smith's everyday 
life, while managing to high
light the simple beauty of even 
the most menial moments. 



Kick Out the Jams 
1 :OOpm I WORK Gallery I 306 S. State St. 

Music outsider Gerry Fialka analyzes 
the sonic repercussions of experimental 
filmmaking. Rock out with rare clips of 
past AAFF participants like The Velvet 

Underground and Commander Cody and 
His Lost Planet Airmen. 

Fialka surveys those who have been 
featured in past AAFF films (with more 

rare clips) like Les Paul, Elvin Jones (John 
Coltrane's drummer), The Residents, Devo 

and the seminal Punking Out with The 
Ramones, Richard Hell & The Voidoids and 

The Dead Boys. 

Multiplying Eyes: 
Short Film Distribution Panel 
3pm I WORK Gallery I 306 S. State St. 

For all you filmmakers who want to get your work seen, this 
panel serves up richly knowledgeable experts in the world of film 
distribution, festivals and exhibition: Bob Alexander of IndiePix, 
Jonathan Berkowitz of B-Side, Mitch Levine of The Film Festival 
Group, and Brooke Keesling whose short animation Boobie Girl 
toured the world at over 70 film festivals and secured distribution. 

With many more distribution opportunities available to filmmakers 
than ever before, there are also many more hazards to navigate. Pan
elists will highlight some of the most effective strategies out there 
and likely embark on some lively debate. The one-and-only Debra 
Miller will serve as our congenial instigator/moderator! 

FILM JAM 
HOSTED BY 

DONALD HARRISON 

Wednesday 1 :OOpm 
Screening Room 

Bring your film to the 
Michigan Theater and see 
it shown on the big screen. 
Much like an open mic for 

filmmakers, this guarantees 
to be the most unpredictable 

screening of the festival! 

We will show up to 
10 minutes per submission. 

Formats accepted: 
16mm, DVD, mini-DV, 

Quicktime. 



LIVE MUSICAL SCORE TO "SEVEN CHANCES" STARRING BUSTER KEATON 

Co-Presen'ted by The Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra 

Modern music ensemble bLuE daHLia performs their origi
nal soundtrack live with the vintage Buster Keaton silent 
film Seven Chances. Don't expect melodramatic musical cli
che's-bLuE daHLia brings this film classic into the hearts 
of today's audiences by using modern, multi-stylistic music 
that helps connect the past with the present. The result is 
full of valuable cinematic history and unbridled enjoyment 
for audiences of all ages. 

Seven Chances (1926) features Keaton as young James 
Shannon-a stockbroker down on his luck who suddenly 
learns that he will inherit the seven million dollars that will 
save his future-but only if he can marry by seven o'clock 
that same evening. When Shannon's steady girl turns him 
down, his business partner places an ad in the newspaper. 
The mayhem that ensues includes a bridal procession of 
epic proportions! 

bLuE daHLia is 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Their original sound is 
marked by multi-ethnic rhythms and lan-
guages against a shifting tapestry of 
guitars, mandolin, flute, and saxo
phone. bLuE daHLia's collabora
tion with silent film began at The 
Sound of Silents Film Festival 
in 1996, and since then they 
have brought inspiration to 
more than a dozen silent film 
scores. The group also works 
with modern filmmakers and 
on commerical projects, in ad
dition to their own regular re
cording and performing. 

Sponsored by 
................ 
MICHIGAN .. . . .... 



~) Aftermath of the Clash 
,.' 

FILMS IN COMPETITION . 
These intimate portraits explore the internal and external impacts of conflict on landscapes, our surround· 
ings and within ourselves, At times haunting, hopeful, and reflective, many of the films in this evocative 

program present a side of war and conflict rarely visited by broadcast news coverage. 

ote Intimacy 

associative stream of conscious
n~ss, that revolves around the con
nections between the collective and individual, war and 
peace, family and autobiography. 

Dangerous Supplement 
SOON-MIYOO 

Syracuse, NY 2005 
14 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
Compiled of U.S. military footage 
shot during the Korean War, Dan
gerous Supplement explores the 
damaged landscapes that survived 

the conflict. The film presents this 
flawed and incomplete view of images 

and places, many of which are being lost 
just as they are seen. 

Headlines: Hybrid Film 
Trilogy (Bomb Parts) 
SABINE GRUFFAT 

Madison, WI 2007 
3 min II Silent I B&W I 16mm 

Experimental 
The films in this trilogy were 
made by cutting up articles 
from The New York Times news
paper. The semi-automated anima
tion process resulted in sentence combinations that 

sometimes made sense while randomly emphasizing 
certain words and images. Each computer animation 

was transferred to one 100ft roll of 16mm Tri-X rever-
sal film and then hand-processed. The reversal negative • 

is the original. 

Nijuman no Borei (200000 Phantoms) 
JEAN-GABRIEL PERIOT 
Paris, France 2007 
11 min I 35mm I Experimental 
A remarkable visual achievement" 
and an emotional journey, 
Periot overlays photos re
volving around one location 
in Hiroshima, Japan from 
1916 through 2004. Win
ner of Best Film at Rotter
dam 2008. 



Headlines: Hybrid Film 
Trilogy {Bhagdad Plan Is 
A Success} 
SABINE GRUFFAT 
Madison, WI 2007 
3 min II Silent I B&W I 16mm I Experimental 
The second film in this trilogy (for full description see 
"Bomb Parts") 

Great American Desert 
STEPHEN CONNOLLY 
London, United Kingdom 2007 
18 min I 16mm I Documentary 
Second part of a trilogy of 
experimental films, called 
Afflicted States, made in 
response to the changed 
social and political envi
ronment in the West since 
2001. The camera observes a 
scrubby Arizona Desert, season
ally occupied by recreational vehicle 
dwellers. Other elements emerge in jux-
taposition, including contemporary recordings of military 
procedures and an account of the men who carried out the 
Hiroshima bombing. 

Sunset Coda 
KENT LAMBERT 

Chicago, IL 2006 
lilt_I:. 3.5 min I Digital Video 

Experimental 
Through recorded audio 
from a vacation, Sunset 
Coda highlights a child

hood exchange between the 
filmmaker, his mother and 

brother about US citizenship 
and World War Three. 

Headlines: Hybrid Film Trilogy 
{Low Pay and Broken 
Promises} 
SABINE GRUFFAT 
Madison, WI 2007 
3 min I Silent I B&W I 16mm 
Experimental 
The third film in this tril
ogy (for full description see 

ROBERT TODD 
Boston, MA 2007 

14 min I Silent 116mm I Experimental 
Life half-lived to the fullest, 
through light journeys within 
and without The Office, in 

3 movements. 

Revisiting Solaris 
DEIMANTAS NARKEVICIUS 
Vilnius, Lithuania 2007 
18 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
More than forty years after Andrej Tarkovskij's Solaris, 
actor Donatas Banionis revisits his role as Chris Kelvin 
in a film based on the last chapter of Lems' original book, 
which was left out of Tarkovskij's version. In this chapter, 
Kelvin reflects on his brief visit to the "soil" of the planet 
Solaris shortly before his return from the space mission. 

r 



Co-Presented by The Michigan Psychoanalytic Society 

Revolving around our values, beliefs and ideologies, films in this program explore the influences on our identities. 
Family, religion, temptation, and sex are some of the main ingredients in this richly provocative program. 

DON'T KILL THE WEATHER MAN! 
MARTHA COLBURN 
New York, NY 2007 

.. 5 min I Digital Video I Animation 

Using scans of an apocalyptic 15th
century French manuscript mixed 

with gas-guzzling, eco-destroying 21st
century imagery, Martha Colburn blurs 

history. Her point is that apocalypse then 
(floods, famines, plagues, earthquakes, fires) is much like 
apocalypse now. The difference is then they thought God 
unleashed the plagues, while now we know we're largely 
doing it ourselves. 

Evilution! 
LIBBEY WHITE 
Bozeman, MT 2007 
15 min I Digital Video 
Documentary 
Funny and frightening, 
Evilution! mixes archi
val footage and anima
tion with real creation
ist rhetoric to cultivate 
alarm about the growing 
threat to science education. 



Lake Affect 
JASON LIVINGSTON 
Ithica, NY 2007 
2 min I Digital Video I Animation 
A late season thunderstorm and its after

math open a portal to the animal world. 

Hot Under the Collar 
JASON BRITSKI 
Regina, SK, Canada 2006 
3 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
Through the imagery of the Ko
dak "Shirley" test patterns, Hot 
Under The Collar examines the 
"male gaze" and the evolution of 
film and video. The "Shirley" test 
patterns are disappearing as film 
and video evolve, and this video is an 
homage to all that these iconic women 
represent to the history of cinema. 

'-::=::::-'<. Pandora's Bike 

Ah, Liberty! 
BEN RIVERS 

POTTER-BELMAR LABS 
'. San Antonio, TX 2006 

12 min I Digital Video 
I, Experimental 

II A woman needs her bicycle. To 
Y find it she must transcend this 

earthly plane, it's hardship and 
confusion, and gain a greater un

derstanding of the cosmos, and the 
true meaning of "bicycle." 

London, United Kingdom 2007 
21 min I B&W I 16mm I Experimental 
A celebratory portrait of a family's 
place in the wilderness-liv
ing, working, playing of a farm 
throughout the seasons. This film 
captures the essence of freedom 
through fragments of story. 

Pledge 
ANN STEUERNAGEL 
Cambridge, MA 2006 
6 min I Digital Video 
Experimental 
Pledge is a found footage piece 
created from a collection of ob
scure, Vietnam war era docu
mentaries. The material is sadly 
timeless and provides one with an 
abstract medium to ruminate about 
war and, hopefully, peace. 

Family Portrait #2 

CHARLIE EGLESTON 
London, ON, Canada 2007 
5.5 min I B&W I 16mm 
Experimental 
A family portrait is con
structed though lens ma
nipulation, optical print
ing and hand processing 
to elicit the polarities of 
the life process. 

One in 2000 
AJAE CLEARWAY 
Boston, MA 2006 
26 min I Digital Video I Documentary 
Each year an estimated one in 
two thousand babies are born 
with anatomy that doesn't 
clearly mark them as either 
male or female. One in 
2000 demystifies the issue 
through intimate and sym
pathetic profiles of people 
born with intersex condi-..... ,,.-..... ,, ...... 

.::""",.-;r::: tions who are living 'ordi-
nary' and productive lives. 



The Animals and Their Limitations: 
Films of Jim Trainor 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION 

Jim Trainor's films explore the antics of various creatures such as birds, dolphins, monkeys and bats rendered 
• in thick black line on white paper and given voice through numerous narrators. They are deeply humorous as 

well as caustic and emerge as critiques of human's zoological speculations on animal agency. 

He has been working in film, video and comics for over two decades and is best known for his animated films, 
which have shown in the U.S. and internationally at museums, cinematheques and film festivals. Trainor cur

The Bat and the Virgin 
199613 min 1 8&W 
Silent 1 16mm 

The Bats 
199818 min 1 8&W 
16mm 

rently teaches at the Art Institute of Chicago. 

Plants 
199413 min 18&W 
Silent 116mm 

The Moschops 
2000113 min 18&W 
16mm 

Torn Up 
199413 min 18&W 
Silent 1 16mm 

e. 

~. 
• 

The Magic Kingdom 
200217 min 116mm 

Blood 
2004 1 3 min 1 Silent 
Silent 1 16mm 

Harmony 
2004112 min 116mm 

Leafy Leafy Jungle 
200713 min 1 Silent 
16mm 

The Ordovicians 
(Co-director Lisa Barcy) 
2002 1 4 min 1 B&W 
16mm 

AfterParty 
ARBOR BREWING COMPANY 

1 O:30pm-1 :30am 

We'll have happy hour drinks prices in the Tap 
Room and 10% of the proceeds from all drinks 

purchased will be donated to the AAFF! 

114 E. Washington St. 



AAFF Innovators ~ 1 :OOpm I WORK Gallery I 306 S. State St. 

Join archivist Gerry Fialka as this interactive workshop cross references personal essay cinema, 
experimental film, art, .politics and popular culture. Filmmakers Jay Cassidy, Chick Strand, 
James Benning, Pat O'Neill, Caroline & Frank Mouris challenge our pre-existing concpetions of 
cinema's potentials as transcendental and/or oppositional experience. Fialka brings a rich knowl
edge of history and theory, along with kinetic enthusiasm for the topics. Deep discussion on the 
evolution of experiments will uncover the hidden effects. 



, I'~ -

~~) Michelle Silva: Sculptural Cinema 
,,' 

JUROR PRESENTATION 

"Expanding from miniature to monumental, both frames and fields alike use their scale to convey a collision of physical 
planes and art forms. The wielding of 3-dimensional space, objects, and material has informed cinema since its inception. 
Ranging from the rhythm and noise of kinetic sculpture to the molding of depth and topography, each film celebrates form 

within a cinematic context."- Michelle Silva [some films contain mature content, viewer discretion advised] 

Particles In Space 
LEN LYE 1 CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND 11979 
4 min I B&W I 16mm I Experimental 
Len Lye focuses on "a smaller, more compact zizz of energy 
than I'd ever got before on film." The rhythms of Mrican drums 
again provide the musical counterpoint. 

China Girls 
MICHELLE SILVA 1 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 12006 
3 min I 16mm I Experimental 
A short composition of women posing for 
skin tone and color slates used in film 
leaders, surrounded in their natural hab
itat of countdowns and end tones. With 
only a few frames of screen time, they re
veal some skin and the aesthetics of their day 
through film stocks and fashions. Dating back to 
the 1940's, Asian women were primarily used to pose for slates 
raising racial bias, hence earning the name China Girls, only 
later integrating Caucasian women in the 1960s. 

Stigmata Sampler 
ANGELINA KRAHN 1 MILWAUKEE, WI 12006 
3 min I B&W I Silent I 16mm I Experimental 
On the surface, Stigmata Sampler is an 
exploration of the much-traversed body 
landscape. Initially begun in 2001, this 
film owes its existence to an awkward 
misstep into the world of nude modeling. 
What appeared to be an innocent agree
ment between acquaintances quickly soured on 
a set suspiciously doused with massage oil and red 
wine. The penitent would-be filmmaker relinquished both his 
negatives and workprint, wrapped in a hand-scrawled letter 
of apology. Unwatched for years and hidden on shelves, the 
images were reclaimed by its na~ed subject with the aid of a 
sewing machine. 



SARAH PUCILL 1 LONDON, UNITED KINODOMI 1990 PAUL SHARITS 1 NEW YORK, NY 11976 
3 min I Silent 116mm I Experjmental 7 min I 16mm I Experimental 

You Be Mother uses stop
frame animation to dis
rupt the traditional or

A series of tail ends of varied strips of film, with <UHnplr.lm 

recognizable images dissolving into light flares, appear to 
run through and off of a projector. A romantic "narrative," 
suggesting an "ending," is inferred. ders of animate and 

inanimate, the fluid 
and the solid. An 
hallucinatory space 
is set up when a fro
zen image of the art
ist's face is projected 
onto weighty pieces of 
crockery atop a table. 

Micromoth 

Recreation 
ROBERT BREER I TAPPAN, NY 11956 
1.5 min I 16mm I Experimental 

A frame by frame collision of totally disparate images. 

House of the White People 
GEORGE KUCHAR I SAN FRANCISCO, CA 11968 
16.5 min I 16mm I Experimental 

JULIE MURRAY I NEW YORK, NY I 2000 

Having nothing to do with racial tensions, House Of 
White People is actually a chunk of film removed from 
bigger chunk called Unstrap Me. It is a documentation 
George Segal creating the basic elements for one of his 

6 min I 16mm I Experimental 
A camera attached to the business end of a microscope 
facilitates the trawling of spaces shaped by small dead 
things among the tiny chambers somewhere between the 
naked eye and the mansions of molecules. 

ues preceded by rare glimpses into his own private TYl11'''P'llM 

The film is a unique invitation to view the hidden 
a famous artist and his infamous model, half naked, snow
bound together on a lonely farm, with a silent wife and a
notorious guest. 

Thursday I 7:00pm I Main Theater 

~I~~ ~;;l~ 
~'\~f9a) ONE BAD CAT: ((Q.~~ 

The Reverend Albert Wagner Story (2007) 

FILM IN COMPETITION 

Co-presented by University of Michigan Museum of Art 

THOMAS MILLER-CLEVELAND, OH 

80 min I Digital Video I Documentary 
This is a story about the transformative role art plays in the tumultu
ous life journey of 82 year-old, renowned, Mrican American "outsider" 
artist Reverend Albert Wagner. ONE BAD CAT reveals how racism, 
ego and lust led Albert to the brink of ruin. Will the power of his art, 

coupled with a revelation from God, be enough to sav~ 

IN 0 IE PIX· Sponsored by 



Out Night-Queer Realities: Fact and Fiction! 
SPECIAL PRESENTATION 

"I am pleased to return to Ann Arbor Film Festival for my second tour as Curator for the LGBTQ (that's Lesbian, Gay, Bisex
ual, Transgender, Queer to you!) program. Last year, if you remember, I thought that we all needed a good laugh, featuring 
several comedy encounters of the third kind. This year, whilst a laugh is still needed (war, foreclosures , recession, another 
year of BUSH), I am taking us on a journey to the edges of our *big fat gay world*. Yes; you might notice a preponderance 
of films by women, but I am hopeful you boys will be challenged to see what stories your Lesbian sisters are telling. That in
clu<!"es some looks at us when we were very, very young (The Saddest Boy in The World, Make a Wish) to when our lives took 

. a wrong turn (Seven times Seventy) to the ,.puter regions of the universe (Transneptune) and fantasy (In Twilights Shadow). 
In between we laugh (Worst Case Scenario: Butch Edition, Members Only, Dish, King County) and sigh (Filled with Water). 

So bring your friends, grab some snacks and enjoy!"-Debra Miller 

Worst Case Scenario: 
Butch Edition 

San Francisco, CA 2006 
5 min I HD Video I Narrative 
While many of us grew up with Miss 
Manners, her gender specific instruc
tions did not include the nuances 
of navigating the Gay world.. Mary 
Guzman puts an end to the nagging 
questions that our Butch community 
may have. 

King County 
DAVID QUANTIC I Los Angeles, CA 2007 
6 min I HD Video I Narrative 
King County follows Camile Schwartz
baum as she leads her community the
ater company in a frantic search for 
a bad 80s movie to turn into the next 
Broadway Smash. 

Trans Neptune: or The 
Fall of Pandora, Drag 
Queen Cosmonaut 
MATTHEW LONG 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 2006 
14 min I HD Video I Narrative 

A stylistic and sexy view of 
the future, as presented by 

Long and his fanciful 

In Twilight's Shadow 
TINA SCORZAFAVA I Los Angeles, CA 2007 
12 min I HD Video I Narrative 
In Twilight's Shadow tells the story of 
a female immortal suspended between 
light and dark, until she is called to 
protect the mortal she loves. 

Make a Wish 
CHERIEN DABIS I Palestine 2007 
12 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
Cherien Dabs travels across the world 
to bring us a moving story about a de
termined young girl who perseveres 
through both literal and figurative ob
stacles to find the perfect present. 

The Saddest Boy in the World 
JAMIE TRAVIS 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 2007 

13.5 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
A bleakly comedic film about 9-year
old Timothy Higgins and the things 
that make him so terribly sad. 

. 
Seventy Times Seven 
CHARLOTTE YOUNG BOWENS 
Ann Arbor, MI 2007 
6 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
Michigan's own Charlotte Young Bow
ens offers a poetry-video which evokes 
emotions of loss and redemption in a 
visually compelling story. 

Filled With Water 
ELKA KERKOFS I Australia 2006 
5 min I Digital Video I Animation 
In this hand-drawn animation 
film, a young woman who goes 
surfing happens upon love and 
also discovers the joys of a good 
rejuvenating float. 

Members Only 
CAROLINA ROCA-SMITH 
Philadelphia, PA 2007 
10 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
Amy is the new kid in town and qan't 
seem to get a date or even anyone to look 
in her direction-until she meets Joan. 

Dish 
DAVID QUANTIC 
Los Angeles, CA 2007 
10 min I HD Video 
Narrative 
Six gay men describe their 
obsession with Oprah. 

About the Curator & Host 
Debra Miller is a performance 
artist, author, film reviewer and curator. 
She has worked on numerous GLBT short 
films and volunteers as a programmer for 
OUTFEST and AFI film festivals. 



the SpacelTime Continuum 
FILMS IN COMPETITION 

This program is for fans of adventurous experimental cinema. These films will 
transport the viewer through wormholes of the space/time continuum to arrive 

within new dimensions of the universe. 

[viewer discretion advised, some films contain intense strobing effects} 

Lucid Dreaming 
JAEHYUNG JU 
South Korea 2007 

7 min I Digital Video I Experimental 
During Lucid Dreaming, one 

realizes that the dream is 
not reality and is able to 
think and discern just 
as when one is awake. 
"The image that I saw 
in my dream and the 
image that I've made 

in reality becomes con
nected ... " An experimental 

animation on Korean Paper. 

Black and White Trypps 
Number Four 
BEN RUSSELL 
Chicago, IL 2007 
10.5 min I B&W 116mm 
Experimental 
Using a 35mm strip of picture slug 
featuring the recently deceased 
American comedian Richard Pryor, 
this extended Rorschach assault on 
the eyes moves out of a flickering 
chaos created by incompatible film 

gauges into a punchline 
involving historically 

incompatible racial 
• stereotypes. 

~ 
Sponsored by 

TIMEFLU~ 

The Drift 
KELLY SEARS 
Glendale, CA 2008 
9 min I Digital Video I Animation 
The disappearance of a group of astro
nauts and a mysterious transmission 
from outer space launches the coun
ter-cultural revolution in this absurd 
fable. The Drift utilizes frame-by
frame techniques to explore both the 
American frontier spirit and its apa
thetic polar opposite. 

Lovesong 
GREGORY GODHARD 
Sydney, Australia 2007 
4 min I Silent I 16mm I Experimental 
Lovesong is a filmic exploration of 
color, rhythm and love, an abstract 
animation made with hand-painted 
glass 'panels' which were back-lit and 
filmed frame-by-frame. 

The Acrobat 
CHRIS KENNEDY 

. San Francisco, CA 2007 
6.5 min I B&W 

16mm I Experimental 
. A consideration of 

the relationship of 
gravity and poli
tics-the beauty 

and necessity of 
rising up, but also, 

perhaps, the significance 
of allowing oneself to fall. An explora
tion of how such forces resonate across 
space and time. 

Fugue 
GYULA NEMES 
Budapest, Hungary 2007 
6 min I B&W I 35mm I 
Experimental 
.. - .. - .. » .. >!> .. »! %!! !%%!!! 

Faux Mouvements 
(Wrong Moves) 
[u.s. Premiere] 
PIP CHODOROV 
Paris, France 2007 
12 min I 16mm I 
Experimental 
Faux Mouvements explores the phi 
phenomenon of how the brain cre
ates bridges from frame to frame, 
filling in the gaps, creating the illu
sion of smooth movement during the 
black intervals between frames. A 
film about the illusion of movement. 

A Hundred Feet 
Universe 
NAOKO TASAKA 
Valencia, CA 2007 
3 min I Digital Video 
Experimental 
On the planet, the 
nighttime last for a thousand years. 
One night, small creatures were 
born under a thick layer of ice. They 
grew up and spread throughout th& 
planet. The creatures left before the 
morning, then the night returns. 
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SCOTT KYERGES 
Brooklyn, NY 2007 
1.5 min I Silent I Digital Video 
Experimental 
Apocalyptic inner vision of the polar 
ice caps' demise. The arctic as meta
phor for a body out of balance. Fis
sures emerge. Mass transforms. The 
sea falls into itself. 

Li: The Patterns 
of Nature 
JOHN N. CAMPBELL 
Landsdale, PA 2007 
9 min I 16mm I Experimental 
This film explores in poetic, non
narrative terms, the myriad pat
terns of nature that are spontane
ously generated in the physical world 
and blurs the distinction between liv
ing and inanimate phenomena. 

o L p H 
festival 

Victory Over the Sun 
MICHAEL ROBINSON 
Chicago, IL 2007 
12.5 min I 16mm I Experimental 
Dormant sites of past World's Fairs 
breed an eruptive struggle between 
spirit and matter, ego and industry, 
futurism and failure. For thine is the 
kingdom and the power and the glory; 

nothing lasts forever, even 
cold November rain. 

Yes. 

C r -

I N 



Co-Presented by 
People Dancing 

FILMS IN COMPETITION 

Cat Dancers (2006) 
HARRIS FISHMAN I LOS ANGELES, CA 2008 

75 min I Digital Video I Documentary 

Before Siegfried and Roy, there was Ron and Joy Holiday. Cat Dancers is the story 
of the husband and wife team who became the world's first exotic cat entertainers 
in the 1960's. Their act and their lives changed dramatically when dashing young 
Chuck Lizza joined the pair in the 1980's. In a mysterious, tragic and bizarre 
roller-coaster tale oflove, family, loss and survival, Cat Dancers weaves a tale that 

is as intriguing and funny as it is heartbreaking. 

;----- Preceded by the short film 

5 Cents a Peek 
VANESSA WOODS I SAN FRANCISCO, CA 2007 

7 min I B&W I Digital Video I Experimental 
5 Cents a Peek is a filmic interpretation of a poem by Sharon Olds wherein the 
circus becomes a metaphor for a woman's performance in, and for, the world. The 
film incorporates animation, archival circus footage and distortions of the female 

AfterParty 
\aOt\Bar 

1 0:30pm - 2:00am 

Dance your 
way over to the 

Kerry town District 
for drinks and DJ 

Janks spinning 
lucious grooves. 

It's Out Night and 
everyone's invited 

to have fun and 
mix it up! 

~ 315 Braun Court ..J 
I ........... ~~~.~. ~~ .~~~~~~~. ~~~~.~ .~.~ ~~~~~~~~~~~' .. ~~~~~~~~.~~~~~. ~~d. ~h.~. ~~.l~. ~~.~~ .............. .1. .. .. ......... ............ ..... ................... . 



~~) Flipping the Coin: Copyright & Fair Use 
'.' 

1 :OOpm I WORK Gallery I 306 S. State 

Like many artists, those working in film, video and new media need protection for their creative work. Yet many also need 
access to sample, reference and illustrate using the work of others. In the battle between copyright violations and fair use 
rights, where do we draw the line for filmmakers? What should filmmakers do if they find themselves on either side of the 
issltfl, and what are some practical solutions to prevent a violation? This panel of experts will discuss how both sides of the 
coin can promote and prevent innovation, as well as answer many questions so that filmmakers and artists can navigate 

through the muddy waters of copyright and fair use rights for all artists. 

CHRIS GORE, MODERATOR 
Chris Gore is an author, columnist, tele· 

vision host and filmmaker who has 
built a solid reputation as the bru
tally honest founder of the legendary 
Film Threat. Chris' book, The Ulti
mate Film Festival Survival Guide, 

is the bible for filmmakers touring on 
the festival circuit and a 4th edition will 

be published in 2008. He is an opinion-
ated columnist on his own blog at ChrisGore. 

com as well as a weekly feature known as Footage 
,Y"·Jr6l· ~s,u::s on SuicideGirls.com. In addition, Chris is the film 

expert on G4 TV's "Attack of the Show." He can be found 

EMILY BERGER 
Emily A. Berger is currently on staff at 

the Electronic Frontier Foundation as 
an Intellectual Property Fellow. She 
is a registered patent attorney and 
currently leading EFF's Patent Bust
ing Project in addition to working with 
creators, innovators, and consumers 

in a variety of matters involving fair 
use, free speech, and reverse engineering. 

Emily started her career as an IP lawyer in 
private practice at Fish & Richardson P.C. and 

serving as a fellow at EFF while on leave from Lowrie, 
& Anastasi, LLP. She received her J.D. from the Uni
of Maryland School of Law and her B.S. in Chemical 

~rJl\~elring from Tufts University. 

LARRY JORDAN 
Larry Jordan is a lawyer at Jaffe, 

Raitt, Heuer, and Weiss PC, 
in Ann Arbor. He represents 
businesses, foundations, and 
creative individuals in a broad 
range of copyright, trademark, 

and other intellectual property 
matters. He has represented 

clients in Federal and State courts 
throughout Michigan, as well as in 

Federal Courts in New York, California, 
and Ohio. He has taught at the University of Michigan. 
School of Art, and has also been a guest lecturer at the 
Center for Creative Studies, Wayne State University, 
and the Institute for Continuing Legal Education. Larry 
has been named one of the Best Lawyers in America, a 
Superlawyer, and has the received the highest rating 
for skills and ethics from the Martindale Hubbell Law 
Directory. He currently serves on the Board of the Ann 
Arbor Symphony. 

FILMMAKER - TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Rounding out this panel will be an independent 

filmmaker who has experienced first-hand 

battles with copyright and the gray area 

of fair use. 



_.~-I. 

Bill Brown: Selected Works (~@. 
JUROR PRESENTATION '-' 

Bill Brown has been making 16mm films for the past 15 years that exist at the intersection of personal documentary, trav
elogue, essay film and landscape study. Brown's films reflect a genuine sense of wanderlust. Although this desire to travel 
throughout America, to observe and to comment is one that is centuries old and has been reflected through literature and 
various other media: Brown's films offer both documents of contemporary American culture and of a contemporary phe
nomenology. His purposeful wandering will start with some primary questions and his films reflect a genuine openness and 

The Other Side 
44 min I 2006 I 16mm I Documentary 
A 2000-mile journey along the 
U.s.lMexico border in an age of home
land insecurity. Brown documents the 
physical landscape of the borderlands, 
and the human landscape of cross-bor
der migration. Along the way, he con
siders a border that is at once physical, 
historical, and political. 

exploration of these questions. 

Buffalo Common 
20 min I 2001 I B&W I 16mm I Documentary 
With the end of the Cold War, North 
Dakota's last reliable cash crop, its 
stockpile of Minutemen 3 interconti
nental ballistic missiles, went bust. As 
the former missile silos are blown up, 
peace activists, retired wheat farmers, 
air force officers, and demolition derby 
drivers all stake claim to the state's 
widescreen landscape and the story 
that it tells. 

Confederation Park 
30 min I 1999116mm I Documentary 
Canada is not sure it wants to be a 
country, which is partly what this film 
is about. An essay on terrorist bomb
ings and bad weather and that whole 
mysterious field of physics that deals 
with the undetectable forces that hold 
things together. 
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~) All That Is Animated 
,-' FILMS IN COMPETITION 

This pragram reveals the many expressive faces af animatian, an art farm 
capable Qfbaundless creative freedam and energy. 

Spontaneous Generation 
ANIPREW CAHILL 
Providence, RI 2007 
5 min I Digital Video I Animation 

;';''·''·'''i!"j:001Hane()11.8 Generation is a film abaut things that graw 
and callapse. It's abaut clay and cardbaard. U's 

-..;:::, 

Elmhurst, NY 2007 
4 min I Digital Video I Animation 

A girl who. just had a raugh day takes the New Yark 
City subway train to. go. hame. Hawever, the usual subway 

turns aut to. be a life-encha,nting experience. 

Val Verde 
HELDER K. SUN 
Los Angeles, CA 2007 
2.5 min I HD Video I Animation 
Val Verde is a handcrafted laap film made up affaur 16mm 
frames sandwiched in between 35mm splicing tape. The 
arganic images create a kaleidascape af sharp geametry 
and pulsating rhythms. 

Los Tres Errantes [World Premiere] 
JUAN CAMILO GONZALEZ 
10 min I Digital Video I Animation 
The three ages af a man, wandering in the 

same place. 



Clawson, MI 2006 
1.5 min I Digital Video I Animation 
Mort combines stop-motion anima
tion and motion graphics to describe 

Mort's narcissistic world. The warped 
soundtrack sets the tone" for Mort's 

mundane, daily routines as we follow him 
to his ultimate realization. 

. IV.7 (Annoyingly Small Mix) 
[World Premiere] 

NIifPI~~~' MIKE WINKELMANN 
Menasha, WI 2007 
6 min I Digital Video I Animation 

A new type of music video where 
every note of the music has a visual rep

resentation. 

London, United Kingdom 2007 
12 min I 35mm I Animation 
Graham lives with his overbearing 
Mother and their pet Jackdaw in a 

Christian bookshop, trapped in the 
seedy outskirts of a decaying nowhere 
town. He and his Mother both love 

God ... but in very different ways. Will Gra
...... ham consummate his unholy fantasy and 

can it live up to his expectations? 

A Painful Glimpse Into My 
Writing Process' (In Less 
Than 60 Seconds) 
CHEL WHITE 
Portland, OR 2006 
2 min I 35mm I Animation 

Dark and humorous, A Painful 
Glimpse Into My Writing Process is 

a stream-of-conscious look at the writ-
ing process, told with animated images 

straight from the subconscious ... or somewhere. The narra
tive originates from an unpublished satirical essay by poet 
Scott Poole about his own writing process. It was the inspi
ration for filmmaker Chel White to build this one-minute 
film upon. 

JEFF SCHER 
Brooklyn, NY 2007 
3 min I Digital Video I Animation 
A visual paean to the magic of snow, 
by artist Jeff Scher with music by 
Shay Lynch. 

Process Enacted 
JORDAN C. GREENHALGH 
Rochester, NY 2007 
4 min I Digital Video I Animation 
An experimental film which tries to 
show and exploint the individual frames 
that create the moving image. 

Toro Bravo (Brave Bull) 
MADI PILLER 
Toronto, ON, Canada 2007 
3.5 min I 35mm I Animation 
Taro Bravo uses a variety of materials
charcoal drawings, sand, cutouts and 
photocopies-and a blend of digital 
and analogue techniques. A symbolic 
bullfight expresses a poetic sadness at 
the brutality of our times, the omni
present 'violence as spectacle.' 

The History of America 
MK12 
Kansas City, MO 2007 
31 min I HD Video I Animation 
Centuries of campfire stories have spun 
America's history into a fanciful tale 
filled with myths and half-truths. 
The History Of America is here to ... :aiiiiillo.c 
set the record straight. Set against 
the warm sin of Las Vegas and the 
cold vacuum of deep space, this is 
the true story behind the story--one 
which chronicles the epic struggle be
tween the Astronauts and the Cowboys as 
they fight for life, liberty, and justice for all. 





\\~ .. 
~~~)y Collisions At The Crossroads 

__ , FILMS IN COMPETITION 
This narrative program delivers unforgettable intersections of relationships, raw emotions, and the 

random turns of life. Wh~t emerges from these cinematic crucibles is transformed. 

Diente por Ojo 
(A Tooth for an Eye) 

EIVIND HOLMBOE 
Madrid, Spain 2007 
20 min I 35mm I Narrative 
One night seven people are 
brought together through 

a chain of desperate events 
illustrating that in life-we 

do reap what we sow, and how 
nature has it's own merciless way 

of evening out the score. 

Ludoterapia 
, (Game Therapy) 

LEON SIMINIANI 
, Madrid, Spain 2007 

14 min I 35mm I Narrative 
One unhappy couple with nothing 

to say to each other, another couple 
having fun with a game they play. 

Sometimes relationships collide in 
unpredictable ways. 

Romania 2007 
17 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
A vibrant portrait of a sunny 
afternoon at a Romanian beach, 
where the best and worst of hu
manity is fully exposed. 

Sponsored by 
Film Detroit 

Alva 
MARIUS DYBWAD BRANDRUD 
Sweden 2007 
29 min I Digital Video 
Narrative 
Ayoung couple expecting their 
first child comes to face para
lyzing sorrow. Alva is a film 
about recovery, in all forms. 

Deface 
JOHN ARLOTTO 
West Hollywood, CA 2007 
20 min I HD Video 
Narrative 
When a North Korean man 
is pushed to the edge by 
his daughter's senseless 
death, he risks his life to 
challenge the oppressive 
government, making his 
voice heard through 
treme measures. 



1:00PM 
Film Jam 
Screening Room I FREE 

"Kick Out the Jams" lecture 
WORK Gallery I FREE 

3:00PM 
Multiplying Eyes 
Film Distribution Panel 
WORK Gallery I FREE 

7:00PM 
bluE daHlia performs live music to 
Seven Chances with Buster Keaton 
Main Theater 

EI Mariachi 
Teen Movie Night 
Neutral Zone I FREE 

7:30PM 
Aftermath of the Clash* 
Screening Room 

9:00PM 
The Orbits Inside* 
Main Theater 

lO:OOPM 
Films of Jim Trainor 
The Animals and Their Limitations 
Screening Room 

After-Party-10:30pm until late 
Arbor Brewing Company 

~ TICKETS & PASSES ~ 
$8 general admission 
$6 students/seniors/AAFF members 
$5 for Awarded Films & Juror Presentations 
$85 for Full Festival Pass 
$50 for Weekend Pass (includes Friday) 

1:00PM 
"AAFF Innovators" lecture 
WORK Gallery 

3:00PM 
Juror Presentation 
Michelle Silva: Sculptural Cinema 
Main Theater 

5:00PM 
Penny W. Stamps lecture Series 
featuring Joost Rekveld 
Main Theater 

7:00PM 
ONEBADCAT* 
Main Theater 

7:30PM 
Out Night presents 
Queer Realities: Fact and Fiction! 
Screening Room 

9:30PM 
Cracking the 
Space/Time Continuum* 
Main Theater 

lO:OOPM 
Cat Dancers* 
Screening Room 

Midnight Movie: Big Time 
State Theater 

After-Party-1 0:30pm until late 
\aut\Bar / 

Swing by SEE Eyewear for an AAFF party 
Saturday 10AM - 6PM at 308 S. State 51. 
10% of all purchases go directly toward 

supporting the festival. 



1:00PM 
Flipping the Coin: 
Fair Use & Copyright panel 
WORK Gallery I FREE 

3:00PM 
Juror Presentation 
Bill Brown: Selected Works 
Main Theater 

5:30PM 
All That Is Animated* 
Screening Room 

7:00PM 
Collisions at the Crossroads* 
Main Theater 

8:00PM 
Gibson + Recoder 
Live Projector Performance 
Screening Room 

9:30PM 
Juror Presentation 
Bill Plympton: Selected Work 
Main Theater 

10:00PM 
Internal Combustions* 
Screening Room 

Midnight Movie: Leningrad 
Cowboys Go America 
State Theater 

After-Party-10:30pm until late 
Melange 

1:00PM 
Cinematic Sandbox* 
Screening Room 

1:30PM 
~ .Live Earth Screening 
~ Main Theater 

3:00PM 
For Kids of All Ages* 
Main Theater 

A Brief History of Time Travel 
In Cinema 
WORK Gallery I FREE 

3:30PM 
Break in the Chain of Light* 
Screening Room 

5:00PM 
The Betrayal (NerakhoonJ* 
Main Theater 

7:00PM 
Conspiracy Countdown* 
Screening Room 

7:30PM 
Larry Flynt: 
The Right to be Left Alone* 
Main Theater 

9:00PM 
Illusions of the Body Snatchers* 
Screening Room 

10:00PM 
Strange Culture 
Main Theater 

After-Party -1 0:30pm until late 
Vinology 

Map of the Minds Eye* 
Main Theater 

1:30PM 
Devotional Songs 
Nathaniel Dorsky 
Screening Room 

3:00PM 
Made by Michigan* 
Main Theater 

3:30PM 
Brand Upon the Brain! 
Screening Room 

I Pity the Fool* 
Screening Room 

Awarded Films #1 
Main Theater 

7:30PM 
Awarded Films #2 
Main Theater 

9:30PM 
Awarded Films #3 
Main Theater 

* Denotes films in competition 
for awards 



2001 Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder have been working in collaboration creating films, installations and light 
They will perform two new pieces for 16mm projectors, glass and mixed media. 

individually and in collaboration, Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder are creating some of the most innovative and engag
~;!f!;IlL works of the present time. I hesitate to say 'films', since their work, though it is grounded in an understanding and 

of celluloid, goes beyond a general understanding of what film is, taking into consideration the architecture and 
~~" ..... ,~au"'~,, ofthe performance I viewing situation and the physical and emotional presence oflight itself. From the inven
lIIll'tlT!"',," that they create images on the film strip to the use of multiple projection that often incorporates live performance, 

and Sandra are two ofthe most vital young artists working in the field of 'expanded cinema."'-Mark Webber 

6mm projectors, two electric humidifiers, 
mixed media, approx. 45 mins. 
. film performance, a minimalist 

film frame is projected through a glass 
fogged via a humidification system. The planular drift 

projected frame alters its course, bending here, dif
there, keystoning its way through the darkness of a 

'lelUl:lj~l·l: .a.PYSs. Original score by Olivia Block. 

4 . -

", ,--

-.: 

1 . 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING 
BETWEEN FESTIVALS? 

Untitled (2007) 
Two 16mm projectors, glass, mixed media, 
silent, approx. 15 - 20 mins. 
An opaque appearance in the field of 
light "materializes" the light. Disclos
es its "light-ness". For light itself is not enough to show this. 
For light to show this it must be obscured, covered-over, 
withheld. It must be stopped, stopped-up, stopped-down in 
order to achieve the point of clearest resolution. 

INTRODUCING A SMART' 
POST-FEST AL TERNATI"E, •• ·~ .. 
OURSTAGE.COM 
:. Year-round, monthly competitions _~ 

across·multiple .. g.enres .: '.-

:. Next-gen technoiQQY enables 
film-s;lvvy f;lns to judge entries ' -.. 
in side-by-side battles . : . - . 

:. Winnertakes $5K~vay>mofrth 

:. ' Film';'akers :u'ploait 'for kee"and . 
retainaU r!!!hts 

:. High-[an~jng films secure festival ' 
slots at leading Jestivals like 

. Slamdance, DC Sl:IOrts, ·Miami . 
Shorts, Ann Artior; and SXSW. 

Make OurStage your las~ stoll before 
greatness. WWW.OUR.STAGE.COM 

~ DurStage.com 



__ ~-I, 

Bill Plympton: Selected Work (,~~ 
JUROR PRESENTATION '--

Through film clips, drawing demonstrations, and anecdotes, Bill Plympton will discuss his career in animation, how he cre
ates, and how he makes a living doing short film. This is a rare opportunity to see one of the top independent animators in 

the world share his craft and never-before-seen new work. 

The Fan & the Flower 
~~!!!~~New York, NY 2005 

7 min I Digital Video I Animation 
" An ill-fated and unconsummated ro

' mance between a fan and a flower 
magically creates a fairy tale end
ing. A very atypical Bill Plympton 

film. Written and produced by Dan 
O'Shannon, featuring the voice of Paul 

Giamatti. 

Don1t Download This Song 
(Weird AI music video) 

New York, NY 2006 
3 min I Digital Video I Animation 
An adolescent boy is hypnotized by 
a cobra-like computer mouse. He 

starts illegally downloading songs 
until the Download Police break down 

his bedroom door and arrest him. The boy 
is put on trial, found guilty and put in jai, where he 
awaits the impending doom of an electric chair. 

Shut Eye Hotel 
New York, NY 2007 
7 min I Digital Video I Animation 
Shut Eye Hotel is a film noir murder 
mystery that takes place in a sleazy 
hotel. As cops investigate the grue
some murders they become victims 

..... ,"'l1'li1 

of this evil force. Shut Eye Hotel will 
do for sleeping what Jaws did to swim
ming. 

Sponsored by 

COLLEGE for Creative STUDIES 

Gary Guitar 
New York, NY 2007 
7 min I Digital Video I Animation 
When Gary Guitar tries to impress 
Vera Violin, his plans are ruined 
by rain, insects, and robots. But 
thanks to Danny Drum, the three 
share a perfect picnic! 

Idiots & Angels 
[world premiere of clips] 

New York, NY 2008 
4 min I Digital Video I Animation 
Idiots and Angels is a dark comedy about 
a man's battle for his soul. Angel, a selfish 
and morally bankrupt man, wakes up one 

morning with wings on his back. Despite 
numerous attempts to hide his new append-

ages, Angel is exposed to his community. Mter 
much ridicule, he desperately tries to rid himself of the 
good wings, but eventually finds himself fighting those 
who view the wings as their ticket to fame and fortune. Is 
Angel's misguided soul capable of being rescued? 

Hot Dog 
[world premiere] 
New York, NY 2008 
5 min I Digital Video I Animation 
This is the third in the Dog series. 
In this episode our plucky hero joins 
the fire company to save the world 
from house fires and gain the affec
tion he so richly deserves. Typically, the 
results never turn out the way he planned. 



C b · ~)J; Internal om ustlons ({~~~ 
FILMS IN COMPETITION '--

This program will lead you through personal moments of awakening, coming of age, and joyful celebra
tions of life. Relationships may be' reconciled, innocence left behind, or simple realities embraced. 

[some films contain mature content, viewer discretion advised] 

ON PIERCE 
,·..,. ... u ..... NY 2007 

I Digital 
I Experimental 

A young boy follows his sister into a 
~ld as she sneaks out to see her boy
friend.Lost in the strange world of the 
cornfield, the siblings experience fear, 
love and learn more about themselves 
and their relationship as brother and 

JAMES FOTOPOULOS 
Chicago, IL 2007 
5 min I Digital Video 
Experimental 

,Exit 
MICHEL PAVLOU 
Brussels, Belgium 2006 
2 min I B&W I Digital 
Video I Experimental 
An experimental 
poem which enhances the fleeting im
age of the human presence caught in 
urban turbulence. 

The Sound of People 
SIMON FITZMAURICE 
Dublin, Ireland 2007 
amin I 35mm 
Narrative 
The Sound of People 
is the story of a mo
ment in the life of an 
eighteen year old boy, standing on the 
brink of his life and death. 

My Croatian Nose 
[North American Premiere] 

RICliARD DINTER 
Stockholm, Sweden 2007 
13 min I B&W I Digital Video 
Documentary 
Jhe story of a man (the 
director) and his par
ents-a scientist from 
Yugoslavia and his Swedish, 
upper class wife. A deeply personal 
film about lack of contact, both physi
cal and otherwise. 

The Picnic 
KEVIN EVERSON 
Charlottesville, VA 2007 
2 min I B&W I Silent I 16mm 
Experimental 
The Picnic is a short film 
comprised of found footage about a 
couple enjoying a beautiful day. Com
plete with food, a blanket, long walks, 

sex and a firearm. 

Teat Beat 
of Sex 
SlONE BAUMANE 
New York, NY 2007 
4 min I HD Video 

Three animated episodes on sex from a 
woman's point of view. 

From Saturday to Sunday 
NATALIJA VEKIC & CHRISTIAN BRUNO 
San Francisco, CA 2007 
5 min I 16mm I Experimental 
A travelogue without 

geography, beginning 
in flight and prayer 
and culminating in 
circularity and a gid-

dy return to the air. The 
soundtrack, like the origi-
nal Super8, was gathered in Mexico 
City, Paris, New York, Budapest, and 
Northern California. 



MADELINE SCHWARTZMAN 
Brooklyn, NY 2007 
8.5 min I Digital Video 
Documentary 
A heartwarming tale about 
a man letting go of some of his 
strangest possessions. 

Everything Said 
ANDREW CAHILL 
Providence, RI 2007 
3 min I Digital Video 
Animation 

Three floors: on the first floor, 
consumption. On the second, interac
tion. On the third, everything said is 
stored. 

Fish, but No Cjgar Makeout! 
TARA WHITE & LYN ELLIOT . RYAN HUGHES 
University Park, PA 2007 ·'. : . Toronto, ON, 
4 min I Digital Video I { . . , . Canada 2007 
Animation \~.\'; • ; 3 min I Digital 

A charming and philo- ;. ~t! .-............. iJz;J : Video I Experimental 
sophical film about a wom- ~ • , One part mass-participatory art 

project, one part ambitious ex
perimental film, this piece features 

100 people in an auditorium making 
out. It is an explosion of lust, anarchy, 

and music that leaves you wanting 

an with bigger fish to fry. 

Den Bla Skon 
(The Blue Shoe) 
MANUS FREDRIKSSON 
Stockholm, Sweden 2006 

5 min I Digital Video 
Animation 

A man, fishing in his boat, 
catches a blue lady's shoe 
floating along the river. 

more. / 
r7~ 

AfterParty 
Melange 

314 S . Main St. 

1 0:30pm -2:00am 

Delve into the 
downstairs of 

this bar recently 
ranked in the top 
100 in the U.S. for 

live music and 
drinks. 

! 
. ~h 

~ ~trJ ~ 
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' ~\_~ C· t· S db ~~~J) Inema Ie an ox 
- ' FILMS IN COMPETITION 

The directors in this program play inside of their films' realities with technique, style and 
references to the world of cinema. These films combine a scholarly knowledge of film his

tory with a child-like playfulness and lack of inhibitions. 

I, of the Cyclops 
GEORGE KUCHAR 
San Francisco, CA 2006 

18 min I Digital Video 
Documentary 
A poem is read and 
emotions are un

A book is signed 
pets pampered as this 

tour of talented talkers 
weaves its way through 
Provincetown and New Jer
sey (with a turbulent exit 
in Manhattan). Enjoy the 

in cozy habitats. 
John Waters. 

The Last Moment 
DECO DAWSON 

Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2007 

29 min I Digital Video 
Narrative 
The Last Moment 
is a multi-frac
tured, multi-genred 
narrative that uses 
five styles of film 
history; Film Noir, 

Dogme 95, late Era Hitch
cock, Tarantino and 60's 
New Wave, to explore the 
final moments of a man's 
life and the ill fated rela
tionship woes leading up to 
his death. 

Mermaid 
LISA BARCY 
Chicago, IL 2007 

17 min I Digital Video 
Animation 
The marriage of Carl and 
Doris, darlings of the ma
rine biology world, has gone 
south. She attempts to sal
vage its remains, he pines 
for the most elusive of seas 
creatures. 

The Adventure 
[N. American Premiere] 

MIKE BRUNE 
Atlanta, GA 2008 

22 min I 35mm I Narrative 
A couple's leisurely drive 
through the woods is in
terrupted by a persistent 
mime. The couple become 
a captive audience to, and 
then reluctant participants 
in a drama as it unfolds. 



r'C-:::=--
~) Live Earth Film Series 

.,' SPECIAL PRESENTATION 
Co-Presented by The Ecology Center 

Live Earth harnesses the power of music and film to raise awareness for the climate crisis and provide 
simple ways for individuals to take action to solve the problem. 

Round and Round 
SUZANNE DEAKIN 
3 min I Digital Video 
Animation 
Highlights the cycle 
of bad habits that con
sume our daily lives. 

Unfit World 
CONKERCO 

• 2 min I Digital Video 
Experimental 
One man's monologue 
to camera as he considers 
the deforestation of the Amazonian 
rain forest. He begins speaking calmly, 
his breathing steady. The more serious 
the consequences of deforestation to 
Earth, the more laboured his breath
ing becomes. 

Blip Vert: Deforestation 
D-FUSE 
1 min I Digital Video 
Experimental ~~r ' 
A series of 30 second 
blipverts which reveal 
the rapid change in our 
environment caused by 
human exploitation. 

,11111111.' 
. E NUMBER OF CRRS IJ 
. ,NET HRS TREBLE[ . 

, 

Sad Fish 
MALCOLM VENVILLE 
2 min I Digital Video 
Documentary 
Interviews with children 
investigate contemporary 
environmental issues. 

Electroland 
GABRIEL LONDON 
10 min I Digital Video I Documentary 
An aesthetic film going deep into the 
inner workings of the world's electric 
grid to show the imposing, dark beauty 
of different power generation methods 
from coal to solar. 

Devils Rulebook 
ROMAN COPPOLA & BUCKY FUKUMOTO 
6 min I Digital Video 

Animation 
This playful and 
clever film turns how 
to care for the earth 
on its head according 
to Satan's Rules, thus 
showing us how to save our-
selves. 

Think (What Does it 
Take to Change 
a Habit?) 
RUPERT JONES 
3m in I Digital Video I Narrative 
An elderly customer's plastic bag hab
its are transformed by simply ques
tioning whether she really needs one. 
An allegory for teaching an old dog 
new tricks. 

One Less Car 
HEIDI EWING & RACHEL GRADY 
5 min I Digital Video I Documentary 
Featuring the growing number of cy
clists in New York who regularly take 
their lives into their hands for the good 
of the 

Polarbearman 
BIG TV 
5 min I Digital Video 
Narrative 
A man struggles to survive 
as his house becomes taken over 
by water. Set against the backdrop of 
a wildlife documentary commentary 
about polar bears. 

Out of Sight 
RICHARD CARROLL 
4 min I Digital Video 
Documentary 
A beautiful time lapse 
film set in a municipal 
dumping and waste processing 
facility showing how much waste is 
endlessly generated and processed 
- 2417. 

Lorran E GE 
CASEY AFFLECK 
5 min I Digital Video I Narrative 
An inspiring story of children creat
ing a better place for all by using their 
imagination. 
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